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1 Self polarization.

Eletrons in storage rings an beome spin polarized due to emission of synhrotron radiation.

This is the so alled Sokolov{Ternov e�et. In at rings without unompensated solenoids

the polarization is perpendiular to the mahine plane and has a maximum value of P

st

=

92:4%. However real rings have misalignments, inhomogeneous �elds, vertial bends et and

synhrotron radiation exites orbit motion. This leads to depolarization. So synhrotron

radiation not only reates polarization but also auses loss of polarization. Then equilibrium

polarization that an be attained is the result of a balane between the two e�ets. To

obtain the longitudinal polarization preferred by experimenters the polarization vetor whih

is vertial in the ars must be rotated into the longitudinal diretion before an interation

point and bak to the vertial afterwards using magnet systems alled spin rotators. But

depolarization an be very strong if the polarization vetor is horizontal in parts of the

ring or if vertial dispersion generates vertial emittane. The depolarization in partiularly

strong at spin{orbit resonanes: �
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. So with rotators the

depolarization an be very dangerous. However this soure of depolarization an in priniple

be ombatted by a speial hoie/adjustment of the opti alled strong synhro{beta spin

mathing. It is also neessary to adjust orbit distortions to keep the polarization vetor very

lose to vertial in the ars using a method alled harmoni losed orbit spin mathing. In

spite of these diÆulties, up to 70% longitudinal polarization has been ahieved at high

energy, namely at 27.5 GeV in the eletron{proton ollider HERA. Spin mathing works.

Up to 57% vertial polarization has been ahieved at 46 GeV in LEP. In 1999 7% vertial

polarizaton was ahieved in LEP at 60 GeV.

This experiene is the basis of preparations for attaining high polarization in new ma-

hines. Note that the tehniques for the suppression of depolarization are also appliable to

rings for whih the beam is already polarized at injetion.

2 New rings under onsideration

Some new e

�

� p or e

�

�nuleus storage rings are now being onsidered. They require high

luminosity (10

33

m

�2

se

�1

or more) and longitudinally polarized e

�

and protons. The EPIC

mahine would have 3.5 { 7 GeV e

�

and 16 { 32 GeV protons. The eRHIC onept would

involve installing a 10 GeV ring in the RHIC tunnel to omplement the 250 GeV polarized

protons with polarized eletrons. The possibilities of installing a 185 GeV eletron ring in
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the VLHC tunnel as well as attaining polarization at 45 GeV in the e

�

booster ring are also

being studied. These onepts present new hallenges even with the experiene gathered at

HERA and LEP.

With the system of spin rotators (e�etively eah pair represents a Siberian Snake) sug-

gested for eRHIC the Sokolov{Ternov e�et would vanish so that a pre{polarized beam would

have to be injeted either from a linear aelerator or from a polarizing injetor. The latter

has the advantage that polarized positrons ould be provided. However, it is oneivable that

the polarization lifetime ould then be several hours with some attention to spin mathing.

For EPIC, the polarization rate at the entral energy of 5.25 GeV would be hours unless

polarizing wigglers were installed. Up to about 90 % polarization might then be attained.

The Sokolov{Ternov polarizing time at the VLHC would be about 2 hours but the spread,

due to the energy spread, of the rate of spin preession would be so great that the beam

would be very strongly depolarized by synhrotron sideband resonanes. This depolarization

ould be suppressed by installing a pair of snakes but the Sokolov{Ternov e�et would then

vanish unless the radiation rates in the two segments of the ring ould be made unequal

with the aid of wigglers or dipoles of unequal strength. The 45 GeV VLHC injetor ring

ould probably be designed to have polarization harateristis somewhat similar to those of

LEP but with a Sokolov{Ternov time of less than an hour. In any ase areful alulations

of the rates of depolarization in suh rings are essential. It is inadmissible to rely solely

on alulations of the pure Sokolov{Ternov harateristis of a ring given the software and

experiene now available for estimating depolarizing e�ets.

Another lass of ring, namely those for whih a pre-polarized beam is injeted at low

energy, aelerated very quikly in just a few turns and then extrated suh as in the 15{25

GeV ELFE at CERN design, should present no problem provided that the polarization in

the ars of the rae trak is vertial. The suess of polarized operation of the CEBAF

ring has already lent support to the eÆay of the rae trak onept. However, injetion

at low energy followed by slow aeleration to high energy will very likely lead to a loss

of polarization as resonanes are rossed in the presene of the \depolarization enhaning"

e�et of synhrotron radiation. There is already evidene of this at ELSA in Bonn at 1.76

GeV.

Low energy e

�

rings are also important, namely for our understanding of subtle spin{

orbit dynamial e�ets. For example, among other things, the MIT{Bates ring will provide

a very useful hek of the existene and magnitude of the \kineti polarization" mehanism

whih is distint from the Sokolov{Ternov e�et.

3 Reommendations for obtaining high self polariza-

tion or large lifetime for stored injeted polarization.

� Inlude polarization in the design (lattie, rotators, opti, spin mathing) from the

start | it should not be an \add on".

� Pay partiular attention to:

{ alignment ontrol and beam position monitoring and provide failities for beam{



based monitor alibration so that the depolarizing e�ets of misalignment an be

minimized and harmoni C.O. spin mathing an be failitated

{ areful solenoid ompensation | provide loal anti{solenoids if possible.

� Use the spin transfer matrix formalism for spin mathing in exoti mahines and un-

derstand the physis of the spin{orbit oupling of eah setion of the ring. Ensure that

spin mathing is not hindered by a lak of independent quadrupole iruits.

� Pay lose attention to polarimetry. Fast preise polarimeters are essential for failitat-

ing fast adjustment of the orbit or tunes. Build the mahine around the polarimeter(s)

so that bremsstrahlung and synhrotron radiation bakgrounds are avoided.

� There is plenty of software available for detailed numerial alulations. The theory of

depolarization for linear orbit motion is well established.

� Very interesting depolarization e�ets due to beam{beam fores have been seen at

HERA and LEP. For future high luminosity ring{ring olliders it will be very important

to have a good understanding of these e�ets and to be able to arry out reliable

simulations with traking odes. This ould beome a high priority for running in the

presene of intense proton beams.

4 Question

How is the polarization of an intense proton beam of the kind needed for EPIC and

eRHIC a�eted by ombined intrabeam sattering and eletron ooling with IBS times

of about 20 minutes?


